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The shy little kitten stars in her first-ever Christmas adventure, and her second Step into

Reading book!Fans of the classic 1946 Little Golden Book The Shy Little Kitten (and its Step

into Reading adaptation) will be thrilled to see Shy enjoying her first Christmas in this Step 1

Step into Reading book. Freshly illustrated in the style of the Little Golden Book, this sweet

story about Shy and her siblings learning the meaning of Christmas is the perfect addition to

the Step into Reading line.Step 1 readers feature big type and easy words for children who

know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhythmic text paired with picture clues help

children decode the story.

About the AuthorBarbara Obermeier: Barbara Obermeier is principal of Obermeier Design, a

graphics design studio in Ventura, California. She’s the author of Photoshop CS2 All-in-One

Desk Reference For Dummies and has contributed as author or coauthor on numerous books

on Photoshop, Illustrator, and PowerPoint. Barb is also a faculty member in the Visual

Communication Department at Brooks Institute of Photography.Ted Padova: In addition to

writing several books on Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, Ted is the world’s leading

author of books on Adobe Acrobat. He is also a coauthor of Adobe Creative Suite Bible and

Adobe Creative Suite 2 Bible (Wiley), Color Correction For Digital Photographers Only (Wiley),

and Color Management for Digital Photographers For Dummies (Wiley). Ted spends most of

his time writing and speaking at conferences and expos nationally and internationally.--This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverPacked with tips and

tricks for creating dazzling imagesExplore layers, change backgrounds, fix flaws, and

artistically enhance photosPhotoshop Elements 5 is a powerhouse, and here's the fast and

easy way to get up to speed on all the coolest features. Whether you're new to digital

photography or an old pro, you'll find out how to make quick fixes, fine-tune exposure, brush

away flaws, and print and share photos.Discover how toOrganize and manage your

photosCorrect contrast, color, and clarityPerform simple image makeoversObtain accurate

color from your desktop color printerGet artsy with the pencil and brush toolsProduce the

family photo album--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Jennifer C, “Great book!. We initially borrows this book from the library & my 2 year old loved it

so much that we had to buy it. She memorized it quickly. The book shipped quickly & was in

great condition.”

Linda zebrowski, “Nice book. Cute book -have to 5year old granddaughter as gift after she felt

bad about feeling shy on stage with classAt school Christmas program”

SaraLee, “Enjoyable. My 4 year old Granddaughter loved the original book and has a stuffed

Shy Kitty. She enjoyed this book as well.”

Meg, “My six year old granddaughter loved reading it!. The story and illustrations were

adorable!  It was perfect for a struggling 6 year old reader.”

Beckee, “Perfect for little readers. Great little book for new readers. My daughter loves the “Shy

Little Kitten” golden book. Now she can read this one to me!”

The book by Barbara Obermeier has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 43 people have provided

feedback.
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